
 

 

Latest Update - Saturday Booking Access & Motorised Carts 
 

 
 

Dear Member, 

 

Over the past few months the OGC Board and management have managed the COVID – 19 crisis by implementing 
the measures required by Qld Health, and also responding to feedback received from members. Most members are 
happy that our course has remained open and provided a safe environment to for members and guests to enjoy their 
golf and exercise. Now, as the curve begins to flatten, and the government relaxes restrictions, we can start to change 
how we conduct our golf operations, mindful that appropriate social distancing will remain as the new normality for 
some time. 

Beginning on June 6th, our Saturday competitions will return to two tee starts. Playing from both the 1st and 10th tee 
facilitates more players, but the combination of reduced daylight hours and high levels of member demand means that 
for a short time we have chosen to prioritise time sheet access for various member categories.  

Access to the time sheets for Saturday Competition, effective from the time sheet for Saturday June 13 will now be as 
follows: 

Online Booking Release Times 

Saturday Timesheets 

Gold Members - Gold, Senior Gold, Associate Gold, Associate Senior Gold and Life Members will all have access to 
the online Saturday Competition timesheets at 6.30am on the Saturday 14 days prior to the date of play.  

Non-Gold Members - All member categories other than those detailed above will have access to the online Saturday 
Competition timesheets at 6.30am on the Monday 12 days prior to the date of play. 

 

Sunday to Friday Timesheets -  

All member categories will have access 14 days prior to the date of play at 6.30am. 

 

Motorised Carts 

Motorised carts remain Single Person Use Only, that is One Person, One Bag, One Cart at all times. However, as per 
Golf Australia guidelines, where players can prove they are from the same household, they will be allowed to share a 
cart as driver and passenger effective immediately.  

Photo ID indicating that householders live at the same address will be required as proof eg. A Driver’s Licence.  The 
Club hopes to announce positive changes for other motorised cart users shortly.  
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